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Abstract: Cast steel components are affected by manufacturing process-based imperfections, which
severely limit their fatigue strength. In this work, the linear-elastic strain energy density concept is
applied to assess the fatigue behaviour of bulk defect-afflicted components made of high-strength
cast steel alloy G12MnMo7-4+QT. Based on analytical calculations, an energy-based design limit
curve is derived which merges experimental results of notched and unnotched small–scale specimens
into a statistically proven scatter band. The stress ratio dependency is also investigated. Moreover,
a numerical methodology is introduced, which facilitates the energy-based fatigue assessment of
complex spatial imperfections on the basis of radiographs. Validation of the established framework
utilizing experimental results of defect-afflicted large–scale specimens leads to sound accordance of
numerically and experimentally derived fatigue strength values, showing an average deviation of
about only eight percent.

Keywords: cast steel; local fatigue assessment; defects; strain energy density

1. Introduction

Modern production technologies focus on the economic and sustainable design of
components in mass-production. This often yields complex-shaped components and high
local load factors of corresponding cross-sections. Due to their high-load-bearing capa-
bilities at moderate costs, cast steel alloys are widely utilized in lightweight design [1–4].
The degree of complexity in geometric shape severely affects process parameters such
as the local solidification rate, which provokes the formation of manufacturing process-
based imperfections during the solidification of cast steel components [5]. As the size
of respective defect structures often reaches dimensions of several millimetres, the local
acting stress field is altered significantly, resulting in severely limited fatigue strength of
defect-afflicted cast steel components [6–11]. In order to assure the operationally durable
design of imperfective components, the commonly utilized engineering guideline FKM
(Forschungskuratorium Maschinenbau) proposes safety factors, that depend on the utilized
methods of non-destructive testing during the quality control of cast steel components [12].
However, the application of such general safety factors often results in a highly conservative
design of mechanical structures, leading to overweight components, which represent a
contradiction to modern lightweight design efforts. Hence, the application of local fatigue
assessment methods which consider the complex geometric shape of spatial imperfections
is beneficial.

Taylor’s theory of critical distances (TCD) depicts a widely utilized methodology
to assess the fatigue strength of components affected by a stress concentrator, such as a
notch [13]. Regarding the therein formulated point method, the concept states that the
linear-elastic stress at a certain distance from the notch apex equals the fatigue strength
of the plain material ∆σ0, if the component is dimensioned against threshold condition
∆Kth,lc in terms of fatigue crack initiation. The critical distance between the evaluation
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point and the notch root is proportional to the material intrinsic length a0, also known as
the El-Haddad length [14], which is given by Equation (1).

a0 =
1
π

(
∆Kth,lc

∆σ0

)2

(1)

The TCD is comprehensively applied and validated for static and dynamic analysis
of notched components [15–25]. More recently, the methodology was applied to predict
the fatigue strength of cast steel components affected by bulk imperfections based on
two-dimensional radiographs [26].

The strain energy density (SED) concept constitutes another local fatigue assessment
methodology, which facilitates a uniform assessment of arbitrary geometrical configurations
subjected to varying loading conditions. The methodology states that fatigue strength of a
component is controlled by the strain energy density averaged over the control volume Ω,
which represents a finite volume in the vicinity of the assessed stress concentrator, such
as a blunt V-notch. Figure 1 depicts a blunt V-notch which is characterized by the notch
opening angle 2α, the notch root radius ρ and the notch depth.

Figure 1. Control volume Ω of a blunt V-notch.

The position of its centre is defined by the parameter r0, which depends both on 2α and
ρ [27]. The size of the control volume determines the aggregated amount of strain energy
considered for fatigue assessment and is described by the material dependent control
radius Rc. Hence, the evaluation of an appropriate control radius plays a decisive role for
energy-based fatigue assessment. Lazzarin et al. [28] presented an analytical solution for
the determination of Rc applicable for cracks and V-notches. Equation (2) can be utilized
for the evaluation of Rc, invoking the material threshold and endurance limit [28].

Rc =

(√
2e1 · ∆KV

I,th

∆σ0

) 1
1−λ1

(2)

The geometry parameter e1 depends on the notch opening angle 2α [28], ∆KV
I,th rep-

resents the long-crack growth threshold stress intensity factor range for V-notched com-
ponents subjected to mode I loading [29] and λ1 depicts Williams’ eigenvalue for mode
I loading conditions [30]. Yosibash et al. [31] derived a solution for the determination of
Rc by evaluating the SED for a specimen featuring a straight edge (representing a notch
opening angle of 2α = 180◦) and a specimen featuring a crack (depicting a notch opening
angle of 2α = 0◦). As the critical value of the SED is independent of 2α, equating the SED
results of corresponding specimens yields Equation (3) for the evaluation of Rc.
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Rc =
(1 + ν)(5− 8ν)

4π

(
∆Kth,lc

∆σ0

)2

(3)

Comparing Equation (3) to Equation (1) and considering a Poisson’s ratio for metallic
materials of ν = 0.3, one obtains Rc = 0.845 · a0.

Dealing with blunt V-shaped notches, the linear-elastic strain energy density W(e) for
mode I loading conditions averaged over the control volume Ω can be evaluated by the
analytical framework developed by Lazzarin and Berto [27], given by Equation (4).

W(e)
= F(2α) · H

(
2α,

Rc

ρ

)
·

σ2
tip

E
(4)

Herein the parameter σtip represents the maximum stress at the notch root, which is eval-
uated utilizing linear-elastic finite element analysis. It should be noted, that σtip = ∆σtip under
tumescent loading at a stress ratio of R = 0. The Young’s modulus E is the result of tensile
testing and the parameters F(2α) and H(2α, Rc/ρ) depict functions that depend on the notch
geometry and control radius. Values for F and H are reported in the literature [27,32,33] for a
variety of notch opening angles and control to notch root radius fractions. Concerning
plain specimens subjected to uniaxial tensile loading, the evaluation of the linear-elastic
strain energy density range takes on a simplified form given by Equation (5).

∆W(e)
=
∫ ∆ε

0
∆σdε =

∆σ2

2E
(5)

As the SED represents the area underneath the stress–strain curve [34], the linear-
elastic definitions given by Equations (4) and (5) are strictly only valid for tumescent loading
at a stress ratio of R = 0. In order to enhance the analytical framework to other stress ratios,
Lazzarin et al. [35] introduced the mean stress correction coefficient cw, which relates the
linear-elastic SED at a given stress ratio to the one obtained at R = 0. During analysis,
Equations (4) and (5) are multiplied by cw, defined by Equation (6). The definition of
the linear-elastic SED under consideration of R according to cw is depicted in Figure 2.
As the applied stress range ∆σ is identical for the exemplified cases, the effect of R can be
perceived clearly.

cw =


1+R2

(1−R)2 R < 0
1−R2

(1−R)2 0 ≤ R ≤ 1
(6)

Figure 2. Linear-elastic strain energy density under cyclic loading at different stress ratios.

Based on the analytical framework reported in the literature, the linear-elastic SED
concept depicts an engineering-feasible tool for the fatigue assessment of notched or notch-
like components, such as welded structures. The methodology has been successfully
applied to a variety of materials and boundary conditions, including elevated-temperature
environments and multiaxial loading investigations [36–44].
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However, considering arbitrary spatial imperfections inherent in cast steel compo-
nents, the evaluation of the perturbing influence of defect structures on the acting stress
field relies on finite element analyses. These numerical evaluations require information
about the geometric shape of the corresponding imperfections. As computer tomography
investigation depicts a costly and time-consuming non-destructive testing method, X-ray
examinations come to mind next, providing two-dimensional projections of the spatial
defect structures. Since the reduction in dimensionality represents a certain loss of infor-
mation about the geometric defect shape, a methodology to apply the linear-elastic SED
concept on plane radiographs has to be established and validated for cast steel specimens
containing shrinkage imperfections.

Hence, the present work contributes to the following scientific topics:

• Evaluation of a design limit curve for the investigated high-strength cast steel alloy
G12MnMo7-4+QT based on the linear-elastic strain energy density approach.

• Development and validation of an energy-based methodology to assess the fatigue
strength of imperfective cast steel specimens based on X-ray radiographs.

• Comparison of the numerical results obtained by the established framework to fatigue
assessment results based on the theory of critical distances.

2. Materials and Methods

The alloy G12MnMo7-4+QT in quenched and tempered heat treatment condition was
chosen to investigate the influence of macroscopic imperfections on the fatigue strength of
cast steel. This cast steel alloy is typically used in railway applications, where high-load
cycle numbers are aggregated during operation and defect-induced failure is accompanied
by severe consequences. Hence, the appropriate fatigue design of defect-afflicted compo-
nents is of utmost importance to ensure safe operation. Preceding quasi-static tensile tests
revealed a yield strength of σYS = 549 MPa and an ultimate tensile strength of approxi-
mately σUTS = 667 MPa, at an elongation at fracture of 22%. The chemical composition of
the investigated alloy according to the standard SEW 520 [45] is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition in weight percent of the investigated cast steel alloy.

G12MnMo7-4+QT C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Nb V N

max. 0.15 0.60 1.80 0.02 0.015 0.20 0.40 0.05 0.10 0.02
min. 0.08 1.50 0.30

To derive the material parameters necessary for the set up of the linear-elastic SED-
framework, high-cycle fatigue as well as crack propagation experiments under mode I
loading conditions were conducted.

2.1. Characterization of the High-Cycle Fatigue Strength of Plain and Notched Specimens

In order to evaluate the fatigue strength ∆σ0 of the investigated material, high-cycle
fatigue experiments were conducted on a RUMUL® Testronic 150 kN (Russenberger Prüf-
maschinen AG, Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland) resonance test rig at room tempera-
ture. The specimens were manufactured from bulk material and featured three different
geometries, as depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Small–scale specimen geometries utilized for fatigue strength evaluation.

Regarding the characterization of the base material, plain specimens with a diameter
of 10 mm were utilized. In order to study the effect of notches on the fatigue behaviour,
notched specimens featuring a notch opening angle of 2α = 45◦ and 2α = 135◦ were
tested. The notch depth and notch root radius were kept constant for each notch geometry,
possessing values of 3 and 0.1 mm, respectively. Subsequent to the manufacturing of
the notched specimens, tactile measurements utilizing a Mahr® MarSurf LD 130 (Mahr
GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) contour measuring machine were conducted in the notch
apex region. High-cycle fatigue tests were carried out under constant amplitude, uniaxial
tension–compression loading, where specimens were defined as a run-out if the respective
experiment reached ten million load cycles. It should be noted, that load levels observed
in the experiments refer to the gross-section of the corresponding specimens, namely, the
diameter of 10 mm regarding plain specimens and 16 mm in terms of the notched specimen
geometries. Each specimen geometry was investigated at stress ratios of R = −1, 0 and 0.5,
summing to a total of 176 tested specimens, as depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. Number of tested specimens of each specimen geometry.

R [−] Plain 2α = 45◦ 2α = 135◦

−1 25 17 18
0 23 17 22

0.5 18 16 20

2.2. High-Cycle Fatigue Investigations of Bulk Defect-Afflicted Specimens

In order to study the effect of arbitrarily shaped spatial imperfections on the fatigue
behaviour of cast steel components, preceding research [46] featured a specimen geometry,
provoking the formation of macroscopic shrinkage porosities during the casting process.
After the successive casting of corresponding specimens, X-ray examinations of each spec-
imen were carried out, to gain information about the geometric shape of any inherent
imperfections. Therefore, two perpendicular planes parallel to the specimen axis were
considered, providing an orthogonal glimpse of the three-dimensional shape of the respec-
tive defect structure. The obtained two-dimensional projections are referred to as X- and
Y-view, as schematically depicted in Figure 4, for a representative defect-afflicted speci-
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men under uniaxial loading. Concerning reference radiographs included in the standard
ASTM E446 [47], the defects investigated in the present study were classified as category C
shrinkage imperfections.

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the X-ray examination of a representative imperfection.

High-cycle fatigue experiments of defect-afflicted specimens were conducted at room
temperature, utilizing a SincoTec® MOT600kN (SincoTec Test Systems GmbH, Clausthal-
Zellerfeld, Germany) resonance test rig. Testing was carried out under constant amplitude,
uniaxial tension–compression loading at stress ratios of R = −1 and 0, resulting in a total
count of 33 investigated specimens. The experimental strategy allowed testing individual
specimens at a target load level, which ought to result in a run-out of the respective speci-
men as the number of cycles reached ten million load cycles. Subsequently, the specimen
was re-inserted at a higher load level in order to provoke burst failure. Hence, the applied
test strategy needed to estimate the load levels for each individual defect, which shall
result in a run-out and burst failure of the corresponding imperfection. This pre-fatigue life
calculation was performed by invocation of the TCD-method using the two perpendicular
X-ray view measurements.

As the imperfections possess an arbitrary spatial shape, the definition of a net cross-
section is a complex task. Hence, the investigated load levels refer to the gross-section
of the specimens, a diameter of 30 mm, in analogy to the fatigue tests of the parent ma-
terial reported in Section 2.1. Subsequent to testing, fracture surface analysis utilizing a
KEYENCE® VHX-5000 (KEYENCE CORPORATION, Osaka, Japan) digital microscope was
conducted, revealing that inherent spatial shrinkage imperfections were the site of fatigue
crack initiation in all the investigated specimens. Figure 5 depicts representative fracture
surfaces of six specimens tested at stress ratios of R = −1 and 0, respectively.

Figure 5. Fracture surfaces of selected defect-afflicted large–scale specimens: (a–c) Specimens #08,
#11 and #13 tested at R = −1; and (d–f) Specimens #21, #28 and #34 tested at R = 0.
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2.3. Fracture Mechanical Investigations

Considering Equation (3), the control radius Rc necessary for application of the
linear-elastic SED concept depends on the long-crack growth threshold stress intensity
factor range ∆Kth,lc. Hence, fracture mechanical investigations in terms of crack propaga-
tion experiments were conducted to evaluate ∆Kth,lc for the investigated stress ratios of
R = −1, 0 and 0.5. Single-edge-notched bending samples (SENB) were utilized, as depicted
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. SENB geometry utilized for crack propagation experiments.

After milling of the specimens from bulk material, the initial notch featuring a width
of 0.35 mm and a notch depth of 4 mm was manufactured by wire-cut electrical discharge
machining, followed by polishing of the sides of the sample geometry. The polishing
procedure assisted the measurement of the initial notch geometry by microscopy. In order
to achieve a defined pre-crack necessary for subsequent crack propagation experiments,
the specimens were razor-blade polished utilizing diamond polishing suspension. The eval-
uation of ∆Kth,lc was conducted according to the rising load amplitude crack growth test
procedure recommended by Tabernig and Pippan [48]. This procedure applies compres-
sive pre-cracking [49,50] of respective specimens, which was carried out on a SincoTec®

Power Swing MOT100kN (SincoTec Test Systems GmbH, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany)
resonance test rig at a stress ratio of R = 20. Subsequently, crack propagation experiments
were conducted under constant amplitude loading at room temperature, using a RUMUL®

Cracktronic (Russenberger Prüfmaschinen AG, Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland)
resonance test rig. Utilizing a constant stepping of the applied load, the stress intensity
factor range ∆K was increased until long-crack propagation occurred. Crack propagation
was measured by the direct current potential drop method, incorporating compensation for
crack length fluctuations due to ambient temperature changes [51]. Figure 7 depicts crack
propagation curves of three representative experiments for the investigated stress ratios.

Figure 7. Crack propagation curves for investigated stress ratios.
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Regarding Figure 7, the influence of R on the propagation behaviour of fatigue cracks
can be perceived clearly. As the value of R increases, contact of the crack flanks during
cyclic loading is restricted [52]. Hence, the build-up of crack closure mechanisms, such
as plasticity-induced or roughness-induced crack closure, is less pronounced as the crack
transitions from short- to long-crack growth, resulting in lower values of ∆Kth,lc [53–55].

The experimental results were evaluated for the investigated stress ratios, where
∆Kth,lc was estimated by a least-mean-squares regression of the NASGRO Equation [54].
The determined values of ∆Kth,lc, as well as the number of specimens tested, are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. Results of the evaluation of ∆Kth,lc for the investigated stress ratios.

R [−] Number of Specimens [−]
∆Kth,lc [MPa

√
m]

Mean Minimum Maximum

−1 4 13.72 13.35 14.03
0 3 7.65 7.54 7.74

0.5 2 3.40 3.36 3.44

As the effect of crack closure mechanisms is less pronounced at higher values of R,
the variation of derived threshold values is also reduced, which is given in Table 3 by
comparing the min–max range of obtained stress intensity factors. Although the experi-
mental data shows only small scatter indices, the arithmetic mean value of ∆Kth,lc for each
investigated stress ratio was utilized for calculations reported in the following sections.

3. Results and Discussion

As the material-dependent input parameters characterizing the fatigue behaviour
of the investigated cast steel alloy G12MnMo7-4+QT are now experimentally derived,
the linear-elastic SED-framework can be put into operation. The procedure includes the
evaluation of a design limit curve based on experimental results of plain and notched
specimens as well as the application of the methodology to assess the fatigue strength of
defect-afflicted cast steel components.

3.1. Evaluation of the Linear-Elastic Design Limit Curve

In order to describe the control volume governing the aggregated amount of strain
energy during fatigue assessment, the control radius Rc was evaluated according to
Equations (2) and (3). Additionally to the dependency of the material parameters ∆Kth,lc
and ∆σ0 on R, Equation (2) also includes parameters that rely on the geometry of the
utilized notched specimens. Hence, the long-crack growth threshold stress intensity factor
range for V-notched specimens ∆KV

I,th as well as the geometry parameter e1 were evaluated
for the notch geometries utilized in the experimental small–scale fatigue tests. The result-
ing values of Rc are given in Table 4, alongside the calculated values of a0 according to
Equation (1).

Table 4. Results of the evaluation of Rc and a0.

R [−] 2α [◦]
a0 [mm] Rc [mm]

Equation (1) Equation (2) Equation (3)

−1 45 0.146 0.138 0.124135 0.133

0 45 0.097 0.091 0.082135 0.088

0.5 45 0.039 0.037 0.033135 0.035
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Regarding the results depicted in Table 4, the calculations according to Equations (2)
and (3) result in similar values of the control radius for the investigated stress ratios. Both
evaluation methods show decreasing values of Rc as R increases. Recalling Equation (3),
Rc is directly connected to the material intrinsic length a0. Hence, the dependency of Rc
upon R reflects the trend of a0 as reported in the literature [56]. However, calculations of
the SED incorporating a control radius that depends on the acting stress ratio resulted in
significantly enlarged scattering of the analysed experimental fatigue data. A decrease in
Rc resulted in a smaller value of the considered control volume. Due to the stress gradient
emanating from the apex of notch-like geometries, a smaller control volume implies an
increasing focus on the highly-stressed region in the vicinity of the notch root. Hence,
the averaged value of the calculated SED shifts towards higher values, as the size of the
control volume decreases. Following this considerations, a larger control volume leads
to an underestimation of the calculated averaged SED values. Apart from the variation
observed in the calculated SED values, the implementation of a dependency of Rc upon
R also significantly increases the experimental effort necessary to establish the respective
relationship. Hence, an averaged value of Rc = 0.083 mm was utilized in the present
analysis independent of the stress ratio. Considering Table 4, it should be noted that this
average value shows only a small deviation to the evaluated values of Rc at a stress ratio
of R = 0. As ∆σ0 and ∆Kth,lc are often reported in the literature for R = 0, an appropriate
value of the control radius can be conveniently calculated utilizing Equation (3). However,
from a scientific point of view, the study of the relationship between Rc and R depicts an
interesting topic for future research work.

As an appropriate value of Rc was defined, the results of the experimental investi-
gations reported in Section 2.1 were evaluated in terms of the linear-elastic strain energy

density range ∆W(e). Notched specimens were evaluated in accordance to the analytical
framework presented by Lazzarin and Berto [27]. The evaluation of the fatigue test results
of the utilized plain specimens was carried out according to Equation (5). The effect of the
stress ratio was accounted for by the implementation of the factor cw, given by Equation (6).
Statistical evaluation of the fatigue data was conducted following the standard ASTM
E739 [57] in the finite-life region, where the fatigue limit in the high-cycle fatigue regime
was determined according to the arcsin

√
P approach [58]. Figure 8 depicts the assessed

fatigue data in terms of the linear-elastic SED.
Figure 8 summarizes the experimentally derived fatigue data into a uniform scatter

band, combining the results of three different specimen geometries tested at stress ratios
of R = −1, 0 and 0.5. The statistically evaluated fatigue limit curve for a probability of
survival of PS = 50% was plotted, alongside the scatter band representing probabilities of
survival of PS = 10 and 90%. Furthermore, the probability of survival of PS = 97.5% was
evaluated, serving as a design limit curve in accordance to the commonly utilized guideline
FKM [12]. Concerning the scatter band index of the depicted data points, the linear-elastic
fatigue assessment gave a value of 1 : T

∆W(e) = 4.32. It should be noted, that the energy-
based fatigue assessment implies an increased scatter index of fatigue data compared
to stress-based concepts, due to the quadratic relationship between the stress and strain
energy density. By calculating the square root of the energy-based scatter index, the scatter
index in terms of stresses was computed as a value of 1 : Tσ = 2.08. This comparably
high value was mainly caused by the fatigue data evaluated at a stress ratio of R = 0.5.
Regarding Figure 8, the experimental results at stress ratios of R = −1 and 0 revealed an
overall match. Only the evaluated SED values of notched specimens tested at R = 0.5
diverged significantly from the remaining data points. As the notched specimens exhibited
stress concentration at the notch apex, the high values of maximum stresses during cyclic
loading at R = 0.5 resulted in plastic deformation in the vicinity of the notch root. This
plastic deformation caused mean stress relaxation [59,60], leading to cyclic testing under
an effective stress ratio of R < 0.5, following the initial loading. Hence, as the effect of
the stress ratio was implemented in the fatigue assessment by consideration of the factor
cw given by Equation (6), the linear-elastic SED was overestimated. This overestimation
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was traced back to the value of cw, which takes a value of 3 at R = 0.5, implying that the
linear-elastic SED is three times larger than the one at R = 0. In order to improve the
prediction accuracy even at high stress ratios, the implementation of the elastic-plastic
material behaviour should be considered in further work.

1 0 4 1 0 5 1 0 6 1 0 7

0 . 0 1

0 . 1

1

    
    
    

Figure 8. Linear-elastic strain energy density-based design limit curve.

3.2. Calculation of the Linear-Elastic Strain Energy Density of Bulk Defects

Following the definition of the linear-elastic design limit curve, the methodology
was extended to assess the fatigue strength of defect-afflicted specimens considered in
Section 2.2. Following the considerations of a preceding study [26], a numerical assessment
strategy was formulated. As the evaluation of the fatigue behaviour bases on the geomet-
rical appearance of the inherent imperfections, the two recorded radiographs, denoted
as X- and Y-view were digitalized for each imperfect large–scale specimen. Due to the
discrete nature of the digital images, a smoothing algorithm [61] was applied to derive
continuous defect contours. Subsequently, geometrical shape parameters of the digitalized
defect structures were calculated in order to characterize the depicted imperfections on
the assessed radiographs. Table 5 summarizes the minimum and maximum values of
the respective shape parameters derived from the 66 assessed radiographs of the present
numerical study.

Table 5. Shape parameters of assessed defect projections.

Parameter Minimum Maximum

Area [mm2] 53.97 227.58
Feret Max. [mm] 11.15 61.13
Feret Min. [mm] 4.80 11.64
Aspect ratio [−] 1.72 7.46
Circularity [−] 0.08 0.75
Convexity [−] 0.30 0.99
Elongation [−] 2.30 24.06

The numerical calculations were conducted by linear-elastic finite element analyses
utilizing the software package Abaqus® 2021. As the radiographs depict two-dimensional
projections of the corresponding imperfection, planar simulation models were utilized,
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in which the respective defect structures were implemented, respectively. Concerning the
angular orientation of the defect contour, the rotation angle reflects the one investigated
in the experiments described in Section 2.2. Plane stress elements with quadratic shape
functions of type CPS6/CPS8 were used. It should be noted, that the size of the finite
element models as well as the element sizes were proportional to the absolute dimensions of
the corresponding defect in order to provide a simulation methodology that was applicable
to arbitrary defect structures. The numerical models were loaded under uniaxial tension,
evoking a maximum stress of 1 MPa in the gross-section of the model. Figure 9 depicts the
simulation results of selected defect structures. The evaluated stress constitutes the stress
concentration factor induced by the respective imperfections.

×100
×100
×100

×100
×100

×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×10−1

×100
×100

×100
×100
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×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×10−1

×100
×100

×10−1

×10−1

×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×100

×100
×100
×100
×100
×100
×10−1
×10−1
×10−1
×10−1
×100

×10−1
×10−1
×10−1
×100

−
−

−

−
−

−

−
−

−

−
−

−

Figure 9. Numerical results based on the radiographs of specimens #10, #16, #20 and #26.
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As the numerical simulations represent static analyses, the SED evoked by the maxi-
mum stress of 1 MPa can be interpreted as the cyclic SED induced due to an acting stress
range of ∆σg = 1 MPa at a stress ratio of R = 0. Due to the linear-elastic material behaviour
considered in the numerical analyses, the evaluated strain energy density values can be
conveniently scaled to load levels investigated in the corresponding experiments.

As the spatial imperfections possess an irregular shape, the planar projections also
feature an arbitrary contour, which leads to a wide variability in the observed SED values.
In order to derive a characteristic assessment parameter that reflects the fatigue behaviour
of the defect-afflicted specimens, a statistical evaluation of the SED distribution along the
defect contour was conducted. This procedure includes the definition of a control volume,
which moves along the nodes of the respective projection contour. In order to provide a
numerically efficient assessment methodology, finite element sub-modelling technique was
applied. Figure 10 summarizes the numerical simulation strategy.

Figure 10. Simulation strategy to assess defect-afflicted cast steel specimens.

At first, the stress field induced by the defect contour was calculated featuring a
relatively coarse mesh in the neighbourhood of the imperfection. Subsequently, a sub-
model was defined, which represents the control volume Ωi utilized for calculating the
linear-elastic SED. In analogy to the definition of the control volume at sharp notches [28],
the utilized control volume was centred in a node Pi of the respective defect contour,
where the size of the control volume was defined by Rc, evaluated in Section 3.1. A
minimum of three elements were utilized within the control volume, as suggested in [24,62].
Compared to stress-based concepts, obtained SED results were not significantly affected by
the size of the finite elements. Hence, rather coarse element sizes could be utilized without
sacrificing accuracy. After defining the control volume, the sub-model was analysed and

the averaged SED ∆W(e)
i was calculated from the numerical results of the elements defining

Ωi. The procedure was then repeated for the next node Pi+1 along the defect contour,
until the whole perimeter of the planar projection was assessed. The representative fatigue
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parameter ∆W(e)
97.5% was defined as the SED value, exceeding 97.5% of all values along the

defect contour. Figure 11 presents the determination of ∆W(e)
97.5% through the example of

the defect contour found on the Y-view of specimen #26. The left-hand side depicts the

contour plot of ∆W(e)
i along the perimeter of the imperfection, while the diagram on the

right-hand side shows the evaluation of ∆W(e)
97.5% based on the discrete numerical results.

Figure 11. Evaluation of the fatigue parameter ∆W(e)
97.5% exemplified on the Y-view of specimen #26.

It should be emphasized, that ∆W(e)
97.5% was evaluated utilizing a gross stress of

∆σg = 1 MPa. Due to the linear-elastic finite element analyses involved in the determina-

tion of ∆W(e)
97.5%, the fatigue strength ∆σLLF,De f ect of the respective defect-afflicted specimen

can be calculated following Equation (7), where ∆σ0 represents the fatigue strength of the
plain material at the stress ratio R to be assessed.

∆σLLF,De f ect =

√√√√(
∆σ0 · ∆σg

)2

2E · ∆W(e)
97.5%

(7)

3.3. Validation of the Calculated Fatigue Strength Results

Validation of the proposed fatigue assessment methodology was conducted utilizing
the results of the high-cycle fatigue experiments presented in Section 2.2. The fatigue
strength of corresponding specimens was evaluated according to the procedure described
in Section 3.2 and compared to the load levels investigated in the experiments. Figure 12
summarizes the validation results for stress ratios of R = −1 and 0, respectively.
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Figure 12. Validation results of the SED analysis of defect-afflicted cast steel specimens: (a) Specimens
tested at R = −1; and (b) specimens tested at R = 0.

Herein, the abscissa depicts the individual specimens in terms of the utilized radio-
graphs denoted as X- and Y-view, which were assessed by the presented methodology.
The parameter ∆σExp.,Failure represents the stress range, which led to burst failure in the
corresponding experiment. ∆σExp.,Run-out depicts the stress range, where a run-out of the
respective specimen at ten million load cycles was achieved. ∆σLLF,De f ect represents the
assessed fatigue strength of the defect-afflicted specimen, evaluated by the established SED-
framework. All depicted stress ranges were normalized with respect to the fatigue strength
∆σ0,R=−1 of the parent material at a stress ratio of R = −1. Considering the depicted
results, the presented energy-based fatigue assessment methodology leads to a sound
agreement of estimated fatigue strength values and experimental results, as ∆σLLF,De f ect is
either smaller than ∆σExp.,Run-out or takes a value between ∆σExp.,Run-out and ∆σExp.,Failure.
Regarding the second case, it should be noted, that the depicted values of ∆σExp.,Run-out are
not necessarily the highest possible load levels to achieve a run-out of the corresponding
specimens, as the specimens were re-inserted to provoke burst failure after a run-out was
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observed. Hence, values of ∆σLLF,De f ect that lie in between ∆σExp.,Run-out and ∆σExp.,Failure
depict plausible fatigue strength estimations of the respective specimens. Taking a closer
look at Figure 12, one obtains a few specimens, where no run-out was achieved. These
supposedly non-conservative assessment results are also reported in Table 6.

Table 6. Number of load cycles to burst failure.

R [−] Specimen Cycles to Failure [−]

−1

#02 3,335,750
#03 3,352,772
#04 13,076
#05 9,708,502
#06 2,336,391
#07 1,135,902
#08 7,876,634
#09 540,942
#10 2,533,432
#11 5,063,835
#12 9,526,277
#13 912,933
#14 6,880,565
#15 2,591,440
#16 3,645,336

0

#17 6,671,185
#18 954,420
#19 581,208
#20 2,789,243
#21 2,008,825
#23 8,364,431
#25 3,232,072
#26 16,900
#34 2,616,984
#78 2,964,118
#84 195,189

Regarding specimens #05, #12 and #23, the achieved numbers of cycles where burst
failure occurred were quite close to ten million cycles, which serves as a criterion of
a run-out. As the deviations between ∆σLLF,De f ect and ∆σExp.,Run-out were quite small,
the presented values of ∆σLLF,De f ect depict plausible estimations of the fatigue strength.
Considering specimens #14 and #78, the numbers of cycles to failure show values of
approximately 6.88 and 2.96 · 106 and therefore a higher divergence to the run-out criterion.
However, the depicted values of ∆σLLF,De f ect regarding the X-view of specimen #14 as
well as the Y-view of specimen #78 propose a fatigue strength, that is quite below the
observed stress range at burst failure. Hence, the presented values of ∆σLLF,De f ect also
depict reasonable fatigue strength estimations, as experiments utilizing a stress range of
∆σLLF,De f ect could have achieved run-outs of the respective specimens.

As exemplified by specimens #14 and #78, the fatigue strength simulation results based
on the X- and Y-view of the corresponding specimens differ from each other in some cases.
Hence, the derived values of ∆σLLF,De f ect can be classified in two groups, namely, lower
and higher predictions of the fatigue strength. Figure 13 presents these two groups for the
investigated stress ratios of R = −1 and 0. It should be noted, that only these numerical
results are depicted, where a run-out was achieved in the corresponding experiments.

Figure 13 shows a comparison between the numerically predicted fatigue strength
and the stress range, which led to a run-out of the respective specimen. Herein, data
points on the right-hand side of the diagonal line represent conservative estimations.
Additionally, a scatter band of +10% and −10% was evaluated. As the majority of derived
data points fall within the respective scatter band, the depicted results confirm the sound
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applicability of the presented methodology to assess the fatigue strength of defect-afflicted
cast steel components.

Figure 13. Comparison of the numerically and experimentally derived endurance limit results:
(a) R = −1; and (b) R = 0.

Furthermore, the methodology presented in a preceding study [26] was applied, to as-
sess the fatigue strength of the investigated defect-afflicted specimens based on the theory
of critical distances. Utilizing the values of a0 reported in Table 4, the fatigue strength
∆σLLF,De f ect,TCD was evaluated by the TCD-framework. A comparison between the SED-
and TCD-based assessment results is depicted in Figure 14. In contrast to Figure 13, the re-
sults of specimens where no run-out was achieved in the experiments are also depicted.

Figure 14. Comparison of SED- and TCD-based long-life fatigue assessment results: (a) R = −1; and
(b) R = 0.

Regarding Figure 14, the SED-framework yields slightly reduced values of the pre-
dicted fatigue strength compared to the ones derived by the TCD-based methodology,
indicating a higher degree of conservatism when utilizing the SED-framework. In order to
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quantify the pictured tendencies, the average unsigned deviation ∆unsigned and signed devi-
ation ∆signed between the numerically and experimentally derived results were evaluated
according to Equations (8) and (9), respectively.

∆unsigned =
1
n
·

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∆σLLF,De f ect,i − ∆σExp.,Run−out,i

∣∣∣
∆σExp.,Run−out,i

· 100% (8)

∆signed =
1
n
·

n

∑
i=1

∆σLLF,De f ect,i − ∆σExp.,Run−out,i

∆σExp.,Run−out,i
· 100% (9)

Table 7 summarizes the resulting deviations obtained by the SED- and TCD-based
fatigue assessment methodologies.

Table 7. Average deviations obtained by the applied assessment methodologies.

R [−]
∆unsigned [%] ∆signed [%]

SED TCD SED TCD

−1 8.6 11.3 +2.9 +9.2
0 7.0 7.4 +2.4 +5.4

Regarding Table 7, both applied methodologies led to similar values of ∆unsigned.
As the maximum unsigned deviation takes a value of only 11.3%, the reported results
emphasize the sound capability of the applied assessment concepts in predicting reasonable
fatigue strength values of defect-afflicted cast steel components. Regarding the depicted
values of ∆signed, both concepts lead to positive deviations, which represent an average
overestimation of experimentally derived run-out load levels. However, an improved
prediction accuracy of the presented SED-based assessment methodology was observed,
as the depicted values of ∆signed are significantly smaller than those derived by the TCD-
framework. This improved accuracy may be the result of the averaging procedure over
a finite volume when applying the SED concept. Rather than assessing the fatigue life
based on a single stress value at a dedicated point, as conducted in terms of the TCD,
the SED-framework also considers the strains present in the control volume, yielding an
improved contribution regarding size-effect. This increase in accuracy also justifies the
slightly enhanced numerical effort of the sub-model-based SED-framework compared to
the utilization of the TCD.

Concerning fatigue assessment in the finite-life region, the application of the SED
depicts a more straight-forward approach compared to the TCD. Susmel and Taylor pre-
sented an extension of the TCD to facilitate the fatigue assessment of notched components
in the medium-cycle regime, introducing a relationship between the critical distance and
the number of cycles to failure [63]. This dependency is described by a power law, where
the corresponding parameters are dependent on the material and the investigated load
ratio. Hence, application of this methodology requires a calibration procedure in order
to evaluate the corresponding material parameters. The subsequent fatigue assessment
of defect-afflicted components is based on an iterative loop which increases numerical
effort when dealing with arbitrarily shaped spatial imperfections. Considering the SED
concept, the fatigue assessment in the finite-life regime takes advantage of the design limit

curve evaluated in Section 3.1. Utilizing the derived parameter ∆W(e)
97.5%, the correspond-

ing defect structure loaded under an arbitrary stress range ∆σi can be assessed following
Equation (10).

∆W(e)
DEF,97.5% = cw · ∆W(e)

97.5% ·
(

∆σi
∆σg

)2

(10)

In order to also validate the presented methodology in the finite-life region, the stress
ranges of all conducted experiments reported in Section 2.2 were considered according to
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Equation (10), yielding corresponding values for the linear-elastic SED range ∆W(e)
DEF,97.5%.

Figure 15 depicts the numerical assessment results of the defect-afflicted cast steel speci-
mens, where the data points from Figure 8 are plotted as a reference.

1 0 4 1 0 5 1 0 6 1 0 7

0 . 0 1

0 . 1

1

 
 
 

Figure 15. Fatigue assessment results of the defect-afflicted cast steel specimens.

Regarding the results of the defect-afflicted specimens, it should be mentioned, that
there are two data points reported for each value of N, constituting the results based on the
X- and Y-view of the corresponding specimen, respectively. As nearly all evaluated SED
values fall within the derived scatter band, the depicted data points in Figure 15 exhibit
satisfying fatigue assessment results. Looking closely in the region of N = 104, four data
points can be observed, that are clearly outside the depicted scatter band. These data points
represent the assessment results of specimens #04 tested at R = −1 and #26 tested at R = 0,
while the fatigue strength of both specimens was accurately predicted by the presented
methodology, the assessment of the respective stress ranges ∆σExp.,Failure underestimates
the SED value suggested by the evaluated scatter band. A possible explanation for the
observed deviation could be a geometrical feature, representing a notch-like shape of high
acuity, not visible on the two perpendicularly assessed radiographs. The utilization of
three-dimensional finite element analyses could possibly improve the prediction accuracy,
while simultaneously increasing the computational effort and associated costs. However,
keeping in mind that the derived results solely rely upon linear-elastic simulations based on
two planar projections of complex-shaped spatial imperfections per evaluated large–scale
specimen, the presented methodology constitutes a well-applicable engineering-feasible
tool for the fatigue assessment of defect-afflicted cast steel components.

4. Conclusions

Based on the results of the experimental and numerical work conducted in the present
paper, the following scientific conclusions can be drawn:

• Based on the linear-elastic strain energy density concept, a design limit curve was
evaluated for the high-strength cast steel alloy G12MnMo7-4+QT, summarizing the
experimental results of three different specimen geometries tested at stress ratios
of R = −1, 0 and 0.5 into a unique scatter band, characterized by a scatter index
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of 1 : Tσ = 2.08. The fatigue assessment results of notched specimens tested at
R = 0.5 were overestimated by the linear-elastic framework. This overestimation was
attributed to the occurring mean stress relaxation at high maximum stresses, leading
to an effective stress ratio of R < 0.5.

• A numerical, energy-based methodology was presented to derive the parameter

∆W(e)
97.5%, characterizing the fatigue behaviour of cast steel components affected by

inherent shrinkage porosities. Utilizing finite element simulations based on planar

projections of corresponding spatial imperfections, ∆W(e)
97.5% was statistically evaluated

as the linear-elastic SED value, exceeding 97.5% of all SED values along the investi-

gated defect contour. Utilization of ∆W(e)
97.5% to assess the long-life fatigue strength of

defect-afflicted cast steel specimens tested at stress ratios of R = −1 and 0 led to a
sound agreement of the numerically and experimentally derived results.

• The application of a TCD-based long-life fatigue assessment methodology presented
in a preceding study yielded fatigue strength values, which showed an overall match
to the results obtained by the SED-framework. The energy-based assessment results
revealed an improved prediction accuracy, contributing to the simultaneous consider-
ation of stresses and strains in a finite region of highly-stressed material.

• Due to the linear-elastic framework, the derived fatigue parameter ∆W(e)
97.5% can be

utilized to assess components in the finite-life regime as well. The assessment of
33 defect-afflicted large–scale specimens led to reasonable fatigue-life predictions,
merging into the scatter band of the derived fatigue curve. As the established linear-
elastic simulation using sub-modelling provided a methodology based solely on
planar projections of complex-shaped spatial defect structures, computational efforts
were reduced, depicting the presented framework as an engineering-feasible tool
to assess the fatigue behaviour of cast steel components affected by manufacturing
process-based imperfections.

Further work might focus on the implementation of the non-linear material behaviour
in terms of an elastic-plastic strain energy density approach. Ongoing work indicates that
the application of the total strain energy density further narrows the scatter of the assessed
data points, especially for high stress ratios. As the present study focusses on the assessment
of defect-afflicted components subjected to uniaxial loading conditions, the investigation
of multiaxial loading provides an interesting topic which should be addressed in future
research work.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

1 : Tσ Scatter index in terms of stress
1 : T

∆W
(e) Scatter index in terms of strain energy density

2α Notch opening angle
λ1 Williams’ eigenvalue for mode I loading
ν Poisson’s ratio
ρ Notch root radius
σmax Maximum stress
σmin Minimum stress
σtip Stress at the notch tip
σUTS Ultimate tensile strength
σYS Yield strength
∆signed Signed deviation
∆unsigned Unsigned deviation
∆ε Strain range
∆σ Stress range
∆σ0 Plain material fatigue strength
∆σ0,R=−1 Fatigue strength of the plain material tested at R = −1
∆σg Stress range in the gross-section of the simulation models
∆σi Stress range to be assessed
∆σExp.,Failure Stress range, where burst failure occurred in the experiment
∆σExp.,Run-out Stress range, where a run-out occurred in the experiment
∆σExp.,Run−out,i Stress range, where a run-out occurred in the i-th experiment
∆σLLF,De f ect Fatigue strength of the defect-afflicted component evaluated by SED concept
∆σLLF,De f ect,i Numerically evaluated fatigue strength of the i-th defect-afflicted component
∆σLLF,De f ect,TCD Fatigue strength of the imperfective component evaluated by TCD
∆K Stress intensity factor range
∆Kth,lc Long-crack growth threshold stress intensity factor range
∆KV

I,th Long-crack growth threshold stress intensity factor range of a V-notched component
∆W(e) Linear-elastic strain energy density range

∆W(e) Average linear-elastic strain energy density range

∆W(e)
97.5% Representative fatigue parameter

∆W(e)
DEF,97.5% Average elastic strain energy density range for an exceedance limit of 97.5%

∆W(e)
i Linear-elastic strain energy density range averaged over Ωi

Ω Control volume
Ωi Control volume at node Pi
a0 Material intrinsic length
cw Mean stress correction coefficient
da/dN Crack propagation rate
e1 Geometry parameter
n Number of results
r0 Distance between V-notch apex and origin of coordinate system
E Young’s modulus
F(2α) Geometry parameter dependent on 2α

H(2α, Rc/ρ) Geometry parameter dependent on 2α and Rc/ρ

N Number of cycles
Pi Node on the defect contour in the finite element model
PS Probability of survival
R Stress ratio
Rc Control radius

W(e) Average linear-elastic strain energy density
FKM Forschungskuratorium Maschinenbau
SED Strain energy density
SENB Single-edge-notched bending
TCD Theory of critical distances
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